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IBC SOLAR South Africa (Pty) Ltd Expands Module Portfolio with 
Canadian Solar Partnership  

Cape Town, January 31, 2024 – IBC SOLAR, a leading full-service provider of SOLAR 
energy solutions, announces an expansion of its product range through the addition 
of modules by Canadian Solar, a global leader in solar photovoltaic modules and 
solutions. 

IBC SOLAR customers now have access to Canadian Solar's product lineup, specifically 
the Canadian Solar CS6W-580T module, known for its performance and efficiency. This 
high-performance photovoltaic module, designed with advanced technology, features a 
power output of 580 watts and incorporates innovative features for increased energy 
yield and durability. 

The Canadian Solar CS6W-580T module adheres to the highest industry standards, 
making it a reliable choice for residential, commercial, and industrial applications. Its 
exceptional performance in various environmental conditions positions it as a key 
component in IBC SOLAR's mission to provide top-tier solutions for a cleaner and more 
sustainable energy future. 

"We are pleased to expand our energy solutions portfolio through this collaboration with 
Canadian Solar. The introduction of the Canadian Solar CS6W-580T module aligns with 
our commitment to delivering advanced technologies and sustainable energy solutions. 
This collaboration is a step forward in our shared mission to contribute to a cleaner and 
more sustainable energy future," says Daniel Haitzler, Managing Director at IBC SOLAR.  

Established in 2001, Canadian Solar has earned a global reputation for its excellence in 
solar innovation, aligning well with IBC SOLAR's dedication to providing advanced and 
sustainable energy solutions. In addition to manufacturing, Canadian Solar excels in solar 
project development, complementing IBC SOLAR's strategic vision for a comprehensive 
approach to clean energy solutions. The company is committed to providing high-quality, 
reliable, and innovative solar products that contribute to a sustainable future. 

With the introduction of the Canadian Solar modules, IBC SOLAR South Africa continues 
its commitment to providing high-quality solar solutions that meet the evolving needs of 
customers across the region. For more information about IBC SOLAR South Africa and 
its product offerings, please visit ww.ibc-solar.co.za. 

About IBC SOLAR 

IBC SOLAR is a leading full-service provider of energy solutions and services in the field of 
photovoltaics and storage. The company offers complete systems and covers the entire product 
range from planning to the turnkey handover of photovoltaic systems. The range includes energy 
solutions for private homes, trade and industry as well as solar parks. IBC SOLAR is a project 
developer and general contractor in these areas, and plans, implements and markets large-scale 
SOLAR projects worldwide. IBC SOLAR works closely with a network of Premium Partners who 
ensure competent and high-quality installation of the systems worldwide.  
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IBC SOLAR was founded in 1982 in Bad Staffelstein by Udo Möhrstedt and is now a pioneer in the 
energy revolution in over 30 countries. 

 


